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ABSTRACT 

High purity three Gu-0 layered superconductors in both (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ga-Gu-0 
(Tc = 110 K) and (Tl,Pb,Bi)-Sr-Ca-Gu-0 (T0 - 118 K) systems have been 
successfully made by using either solid state reaction or solution method. 
Better performance in regard to obtaining a nearly monophasic high-Tc 
superconducting phase was found in the samples with the Ga/Sr ratio close 
to 2.4/1.6 for these two systems. Via the solut1on method, the mass 
production of pure, homogeneous precursor powders of high-T0 superconductor 
is anticipated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For the past two years, a large body of experimental research have been 
focused on trying to fabricate the monophasic Bi2Sr2Ga2Gu30y ("2223" phase, 
Tc = 105 K) and T1Sr2Ga2Gu30y ("1223"phase, T0 = 100 K) superconductors 
because of their competitively high critical temperatures, T0 s. However, 
owing to the complexity of these five component systems, specimens prepared 
by using the ideal composition (2223 or 1223) of the high-T0 phase and the 
routine ceramic fabrication techniques always consisted of mixtures with an 
amount of low-Tc (Bi2Sr2GaGu20y "2212", T0 = 75 K, TlSr2GaGu20y "1212", T0 = 
75 K) and/or other additional phases that can not be ignored. So far, it 
has been demonstrated that at least four methods: (1) the partial 
substitution of Pb for Bi (or Tl)[l-5], (2) the observant control of heat 
treatment (6], (3) sintering under suitable gas atmosphere [7-8], (4) the 
modification of starting nominal composition [9-12] can promote and 
stablize the formation of high-T0 phase. One interesting phenomenon is 
that the low T0 phase tends to appear without a small surplus of Ga and Cu, 
while a large surplus of Ca and/or Gu leads to the formation of Ga2Cu03 , 

Ga2Pb04 and the semiconducting phase. Therefore, it is thought that to 
single out the high-T0 phase ("2223" or "1223") is a most challenging task 
due to its special synthetic condition. 

In this paper we make a noteworthy and brief review that has been 
successfully studied at our laboratory on the synthesis of Bi- and Tl-based 
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systems with three Cu-0 layered structure. We put more emphasis on 
expediting the formation of the high-Tc phase on both systems. In 
addition, the solution method using metal nitrates plus certain amount of 
oxalic acid for chelating the metal cations has also been proven to be 
thriving in singling out the high-Tc phase as well as for the mass 
production of precursor powders. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

All samples investigated for this work were synthesized from high purity 
starting materials by solid state reaction or solution method. A 
microcomputer-controlled Philips APD PW1700 x-ray diffractor equipped with 
copper target and graphite monochromator for CuKu radiation was used to get 
the powder x-ray diffraction patterns at a continuous scan rate of 0.04 
0 /sec. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) of calcined powders were 
carried out in air using an ULVAC 7000 type thermoanalyzer. The atomic 
concentrations of the samples were determined by an EDAX 9100/70 energy 
dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The surface morphology of these samples was 
monitored by Cambridge S360 scanning electron microscopy (SEM). AC 
electrical resistivity measurements were made using a standard four-probe 
technique in a LR400 system fully automated for data acquisition. 
Resistivity data are taken for warming curve. However, since the 
resistivity data are devoid of any interesting features, they are not 
presented here. The low field temperature dependence of the magnetization 
data were taken in a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) 
magnetometer developed by Quantum Design, Inc., Sandiego, California. To 
eliminate the residual magnetic field, the approximate zero field was 
calibrated by measuring a conventional superconductor Pb within an accuracy 
of± 0.2 gauss. The temperature control module (TCM) has an accurate 
temperature control within 0.1 % between 1.8 and 400 K. The total 
calibration error is estimated well within 0.5 % for the magnetic property 
measurement system (MPMS). Table 1 presents the sources and purities of 
the starting materials used in this study. Details of the sample 
preparation and physical characterization are given in each of the sections 
which follow. 

TABLE 1 
The sources, purities of the starting materials. 

Starting Materials Source Purity 

Bi203 Gredmann 99.9 % 
PbO Cerac 99.9 % 
SrC03 Cerac 99.5 % 
CaC03 Gredmann 99.98 % 
CuO Aldrich 99.99+ % 
Tl203 Gredmann 99.5 % 
Bi(N03 ) 3 •5H20 Merk Chemical Co. 99 % 
Pb(N03 )z Merk Chemical Co. 99.5+ % 
Ca(N03 )z•4H20 Merk Chemical Co. 98.5+ % 
Sr(N03 )z Merk Chemical Co. 99 % 
Cu(N03 )z • 3H20 Frank Berlin 99.5 % 
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2.1 (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system 

2.1 (a) Solid State Reaction Method 
The samples were synthesized following the flow of the process shown 

in fig. 1. The nominal composition (Bi1. 7Pb0 . 4 )Sr1. 6Ca2 . 4Cu3.60y was selected 

Starting material: Bi203, PbO, 
SrC03, CaC03,CuO 

Nominal composition: 
(Bi1. 7Pb 0 . 4 ) Sr1. 6Ca2 . 4Cu3.60y 

I. 
Calcined at 810 °C for 30 h 

One intermediate grinding 

I· 
Sintered at 852 °C in air 

Air quenched products 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the solid state reaction preparation procedure of 
the superconductor (Bi1. 7Pb0 . 4 ) Sr1 . 6Ca2 . 4Cu3 .60y. 

from the phase diagram reported by Lee et al [13]. Powder x-ray 
diffraction patterns indicated that a nearly single-phased 110 K high-T0 

superconductor could be obtained for the sample sintered at 852 °C for 20 
hours [14]. This characterization was also corroborated with the static 
magnetization data as displayed in fig. 2. It is seen that the temperature 
dependent magnetization curve of the sample sintered at 852 °C for 20 h (or 
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Figure 2. DC magnetization vs T for (Bi1. 7Pb0 . 4)Sr1 . 6Ca2 . 4Cu3.60y sintered at 
852 °C for 1 - 50 h. The measuring field is 10 Oe. 
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above) exhibits the sharpest transition into the superconducting state 
around 110 K among the investigated samples. And no appreciable second 
step making the other superconducting phase transition is observed. To 
illustrate the formation mechanism of ("2223") high-T0 superconducting 
phase in the Ca- and Cu-rich (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system, Differential 
Thermal Analysis (DTA) was employed to investigate the partial melting 
phenomenon. An evidence that the partial melting resulted from the 
coexistence of Bi2Sr2CaCu20y, Ca2Pb04 and CuO phases is strongly responsible 
for the large grain growth and the acceleration of the formation of the 
("2223") high-T0 phase was observed [15,16). 

2.1 (b) Solution Method [17) 
Fig. 3 depicts the flow of the solution method for preparing the 

("2223") high-T
0 

phase in (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system. The finally mixed 

Starting material: Bi (N03 ) 3 • 5H20, 
Pb(N03)z, Ca(N03 )z · 4H20, 
Sr(N03 )z, Cu(N03 )z · 3H20. 

Nominal composition: Nominal composition: 
(Bi1 . 4Pb0 •6 ) Sr2Ca2Cu30y (Bi1. 7Pb0 _4 ) Srl. 6Ca2 . 4Cu3 . 60y 

.j. .j. 

Add oxalic acid in half molar 
amount of nitrate anion 

.j. .j. 

pH adjustment by 25% ammonia 
Stirring/gelation by evaporation 

.j. .j. 

Low temp. organic decomposition 
High temp. organic decomposition 

.j. .j. 

I 
Calcined at 800 •c for 12 h Clacined at 750 °C for 12 h 

(Precursor powder) (Precursor powder) 

l(pelletized) (pelletized) 

Sintered at 865 •c for 54 h Sintered at 850 •c for 12 h 

Figure 3. Flow chart of the solution method for preparing the high-T0 

(Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 superconductor with T0 - 110 K. 

solution was placed in a 120 •c oil bath for gelation. With the increasing 
pH value, the gel color changes from light to deep blue. 
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of zero-field-cooled magnetization data 

measured in a field of 10 Oe between 5 and 130 K. Three symbols 
(e, •· t:..) correspond to (Bi1. 4Pb0 . 6 )Sr2Ca2Cu30y with pH- 5.6, 6.7 
and 7.8. The open circle (0) corresponds to 
(Bil. 7Pb0 . 4 )Sr1 . 6Ca2 • 4Cu3 _60y with pH - 6. 7. 

Fig. 4 displays the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magnetization data for 
(Bi1.4Pb0 . 6 )Sr2Ca2Cu30y (pH= 5.6, 6.7, 7.8) and (Bil. 7Pb0 . 4)Srl. 6Ca2 • 4Cu3 . 60y 
(pH= 6.7) measured in an applied field of 10 Oe between 5 and 130 K. It 
is seen that the 110 K phase dominates for the sample of pH -6.7. 
Structure and resistivity analyses also support the magnetic measurements. 
We must point out here that the high purity 110 K superconducting phase can 
be synthesized at the lowest calcination temperature (750 °C) and the 
shortest sintering time (12 h) as far as we know by using the solution 
method and the recipe (Bil. 7Pb 0 _4 )Sr1 . 6Ca2 _4Cu3 . 60y as elucidated in 2.1 (a). 

2.2 (Tl,Pb,Bi)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system 

2.2 (a) Solid State Reaction Method 
As described above, the formation of the three Cu-0 layered phase 

("2223") in the (Bi,Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system could be accelerated by taking 
the appropriate ratio (2.4 : 1.6) of Ca to Sr. When this rule was applied 
to the Tl-based system, we found that it was surprisingly successful [18]. 
For comparative study with the recent reports [19,20] in synthesizing the 
nearly ("1223") single-phase compound using an off-stoichiometric nominal 
composition of (Tl0 . 64Pb0 . 2Bi0 _16 )Sr2Ca3Cu40y, several samples are prepared 
according to the flow chart of fig. 5. 

As shown in fig. 6, the temperature dependence of de magnetization 
curves measured in a field of 10 Oe between 5 and 130 K indicate that the 
samples with modified Ca/Sr ratio; namely, (Tl0 . 5Pb0 . 5 ) Sr1 • 6Ca2 . 4Cu30y and 
(Tlo. 64 Pb0 . 2Bi0 . 16)Sr1 . 6Ca2 . 4Cu30y, are nearly single phase superconductors with 
T0 s among 115 and 120 K irrespective of their short heat treatment time. 
However, an obvious second superconducting phase ("1212") transition around 
80 K is seen for the sample with the starting nominal composition 
(Tl0 , 64Pb0 . 2Bi0 . 16 )Sr2Ca3Cu40y. In our XRD analyses (21], the two intermediate 
phases, (Ca,Sr) 2Cu03 and (Ca,Sr)Cu02 , may play an important role in 
accelerating the formation of the ("1223") high-T0 phase in Tl-based system. 
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(Preparation of precursor) 
SrC03 , CaC03, CuO 

920 °C in air for 10 h 

Tlz03, PbO mixed 
andjor Bi203 

.j. 

Nominal composition: 
Sample 1. (Tl0 _5Pb0 •5 ) Sr1. 6Ca2 • 4Cu30y 
Sample 2. (Tl0 _64 Pb0 _2Bi0 _16 ) Sr2Ca3Cu40y 
Sample 3. (Tl0 _64Pb0 _2Bi0 _16 ) Sr1. 6Ca2 . 4Cu30y 

pelletized 
.j. sealed in pure gold foil 

Sintered at: 
Sample l. 940 oc for 3 h 
Sample 2. 920 oc for 10 h 
Sample 3. 920 oc for 3 h 

in flowing 02 gas atmosphere 

.j. 

Cooling rate: 2 °Cjmin 
Final products 

Figure 5. Flow chart of the solid state reaction preparation procedure for 
Tl-based superconductor with ("1223") phase. 
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of de magnetization of samples 1, 2 and 3 

measured in a cooling field of 10 Oe between 5 and 130 K. 
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2.2 (b) Solution Method [22] 
This method is similar to that described in section 2.1 (b), a 

modified Pechini process. Tl203 and other metal nitrates are dissolved in 
aqeous solution plus certain amount of oxalic acid for chelating the metal 
cations. The final solution was put in an oil bath for gelation at 100-
120 °C. The blue complexed gel turned out to be black because of the 
addition of Tl203 . Detailed folw chart of the preparation of the high-T0 

("1223") phase in Tl-based system is shown in fig. 7. 

Starting material: Bi(N03 ) 3 ·5H20, Pb(N03 )z 
Sr(N03 )z, Ca(N03 ) 2 ·4H20 
Cu(N03)z · 3H20 

.j. 

Add oxalic acid in half molar 
amount of nitrate anion 

pH adjustment by 25 % ammonia 

mixed 
TlzOa 

.j. 

Nominal composition: 
Sample 1. (Tl0 . 6Pb0 . 2Bi0 . 2 ) Sr2Ca2Cu30y 
Sample 2. (Tl 0 . 6Pb0 . 2Bi0 . 2 ) Sr1. 6Ca2 . 4Cu30y 

.j. 

Stirring/gelation by evaporation 
Low temp organic decomposition, 250 °C/2h 
High temp organic decomposition, 300 °C/lh 

.j. 

(Precursor powder) 
Calcined at 700 - 750 °C in flowing Oz 

pelletized 
.j. sealed in gold foil 

Sintered at 910 - 940 °C in flowing 02 

Furnace cooled to room temperature 

Figure 7. Flow chart of solution method for synthesizing ("1223") high-T0 

superconductor in Tl-based system. 

Fig. 8 presents the temperature dependence of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) 
magnetization data of samples (Tl0 . 6Pb0 . 2Bi0 . 2 )Srl. 6Ca2 . 4Cu30y and 
(Tl0 . 6Pb0 . 2Bi0 . 2 )Sr2Ca2Cu30y measured in an applied field of 10 Oe. As well as 
in the (Bi-Pb)Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system, the (Tl,Pb,Bi)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 sample with the 
CajSr ratio of 2.4/1.6 has a better performance regarding to high-Tc 
("1223") phase purity. This property also has been consistently observed 
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Figure 8. Zero-field-cooled magnetization for two samples measured in a 
field of 10 Oe between 5 and 120 K. The open circle (0) and 
solid circle (e) correspond to (Tl0 . 6Pb0 . 2Bi0 . 2 )Sr2Ca2Cu30y and 

(Tl0 . 6Pb0 _2Bi0 . 2 ) Sr1 . 6Ca2 . 4Cu30y. 

in the x-ray diffraction patterns and resistivity measurements. 

3. SUMMARY 

In general, the ratio of Ca/Sr > 1 is a very important factor in 
accelerating the formation of ("2223") (Bi-Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 or ("1223") 
(Tl,Pb,Bi)-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 high-T0 phase. For the Bi-based system, the partial 
melting due to the coexistence of Bi2Sr2CaCu20y, Ca2Pb04 and CuO phases are 
found very helpful to the grain growth and promotion of forming ("22.23") 
phase. As to the Tl-based system, the formation mechanism is still unclear 
and further investigation is required. Via the solution method, successful 
mass production of high purity and homogeneous ("2223") and ("1223") phase 
precursor powders is expected. 
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